Kadiska and SixSq deliver network performance monitoring
from enterprise edge to cloud, web and SaaS applications
2022-09-13
Paris, France – SixSq, an Ekinops company that provides the Nuvla edge-to-cloud management platform,
and Kadiska, the SaaS platform for digital experience monitoring, today announced a partnership that allows
enterprises to instantly gain performance visibility into networks connecting their sites, clouds and
business-critical web and SaaS applications.
SD WAN, hybrid and cloud networks now account for the majority of business connections, while two-thirds
of IT organizations report that existing monitoring tools are incapable of detecting and diagnosing issues
across these complex, internet-based networks*. The result is not only degraded application performance, but
also inferior customer digital experience and reduced employee productivity.
Until now, the sheer variety of network appliances, SD-WAN solutions and hybrid connectivity options
available have prevented the deployment of network monitoring capabilities that span enterprise edge
locations, private and public clouds, and highly distributed cloud-hosted applications. By integrating Kadiska’s
Net-Tracer app into the SixSq Nuvla marketplace, organizations can now immediately deploy in-depth
network path and performance monitoring across their entire infrastructure.
The Net-Tracer app is a containerized agent that Nuvla can deploy on edge nodes, clouds, white boxes and
SD-WAN devices, including any uCPE powered by Ekinops’ popular OneOS6 middleware. Once deployed,
Net-Tracer continuously maps and monitors all network routes and reports performance degradations, their
origin and impact. Users connect to the Kadiska platform to access analytics that correlate network,
infrastructure and application performance with users’ digital experience.
“Our customers need network performance monitoring, and being able to deploy such capability via an app on
the Nuvla marketplace will be be natural for them. This allows users to quickly identify when and how the
network impacts application performance. The combination of Kadiska’s Net-Tracer app and our zero-touch,
container-based orchestration capabilities allow us to offer a convenient solution to solve this critical challenge
facing IT operations and network teams,” explained Marc-Elian Bégin, CEO and co-founder at SixSq.
“We designed Net-Tracer to fill this specific visibility gap“, added Gilles Huguenin, CEO at Kadiska. “Its
cloud-native implementation makes it simple to deploy across managed clouds and devices. SixSq’s vendor
agnostic orchestration capabilities and popular marketplace was a natural fit for our solution. We look forward
to helping enterprises gain complete control over their modern nextworks, deliver an amazing digital
experience, and fully profit from their digital platform.”
The service is available via a pay-as-you-go subscription. You will find Kadiska’s Net-Tracer Application on the
Nuvla Marketplace here. Learn more about Kadiska’s SixSq integration in this article.
* References:
●
●

Enterprise Management Associates (EMA) 2020
NTT Global Services report and Versa 2021
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Joint Solution Overview Diagram (download original)
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About Kadiska
Kadiska provides a SaaS (Software as a Service) digital user experience and hybrid cloud connectivity monitoring
solution for enterprises and service providers.
Kadiska enables their customers to understand and optimize:
●
●
●

The performance and user experience delivered by cloud services and internal business applications for on-site
and remote employees.
The connectivity between enterprise cloud platforms, IT infrastructure and users.
The customer experience for its digital services and applications.

Web:

Kadiska.com

LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/kadiska

PR contact:

Colombe Rousseau, PR@kadiska.com

About SixSq
SixSq is a leader in edge computing B2B platform as a service. The team is based in Geneva, Switzerland, and
embraces the Swiss ideals of excellence, innovation and precision. Nuvla, the company’s edge-to-cloud B2B
management platform and marketplace, allows customers to deploy a secure and comprehensive edge and
cloud strategy, while avoiding lock-in. The NuvlaEdge software turns any x86 or ARM hardware platform into
a smart edge device connected to Nuvla to deploy applications in a range of sectors. The result is a secure
edge-to-cloud solution that is application centric, hardware agnostic, cloud neutral and container native.
SixSq is part of the Ekinops Group, a leading network equipment and solutions provider.
Web:

sixsq.com and ekinops.com

LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sixsq/

PR contact:

Louise Merifield: merifield@sixsq.com
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